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FORE\MORD
Bv Srn Jonr RussELL, D.Sc., F.R.S.
Jox lnlly years the potato crop has been one of the most interestins
rn tsntish agriculture. It has long been associated with hish farmi;;and its growers have survived the stresses and strains ;a th; l-a3;
rew years better than most other intensive farmers. In sDite of thefact that our markets were till recen y.p"" fi""iv t""rU'tfr" *ornthe potato gro\a ers managed to retair pra'ct ically it 
" "1"f" ,riJr"--on lor themselves : they have long supplied, or been able to suoplv.all our requirements, and in addition iliey n.u" uruafy 
"*poi[JO'Jcertain amount of seed.
. Tlds. importart industry, however, is highly specialised and.Iocalrsed. By far the largest part oI the crop ij pr6ducecl in five
reglons :
(I) Alou,"q the Wash, especialy the Holland. division of Lin_
colnshire and the lsle of Ely ;
(2) In South l-ancashire startini from Ormskirk and crossins into
North Cheshire with extensions into Staffordshire, o -
(3) In Bedfordshire, especiaLly the region about Sandy and
Biggleswir.de ;
(4) In the East Riding of yorkshire, with extensions into the
West Riding ;
(5) In Durham.
Most of the other couaties oI course produce some potatoes but
usually insuftcient Ior their own needs so that there ii a consideil
able movement of potatoes from the centres above mentioned not
only to the large towrs and cities but even to small towns and
villages to make good the local deficiencies.
. O1e 9f the greatest troubles of potato growers in the past has
been to fit the supply to the demand. In ime years a deiicit has
been threatened and then of course importation beean. In other
years there has been a great excess, prices have been"verv low and
many thousands of tons of potatoes have rotted in the ila.mps for
want o[ a market. Against this kind of trouble the individual eiower
fights in vain and science gir.es no help: organisation is th"e onlv
'way out and that is being tried now for the fir;t time since the Fooi
Prod-uction Department oI the war years ceased to function.
Organisation not only gives the individ.ual farmer a more definite
idea of his economic position: it gives the scientilic worker his best
chance for applying sound, trustworthy scientific results to practical
problems. AIId so the settine up of ihe potato Marketin'e Board
uader. the able chairmanship of'Captain Mollett. himself"a good
Yorkshire farmer and pota[o growir, seemed to ofler a unlque
5
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occasion for discussing the problems of potato growing and sum-
marising and publishing the information thus obtairred.
Potato growing is necessarily costly. It is quite unsuited to low
farning: you must either grow potatoes well or go out of the
business. As the Lincolashire growers say: " Potatoes like com-
pany." You cannot simply put them into the ground arld leave
them in the hope that they will o[ themselves yield a good crop-
Hence, in any scheme of organisation one must envisage a Iimited
area of high yield rather than widely scattered areas of lower yields.
Econohiial production therefore becomes imperative, and this
necessitat€s :
(l) The use of good seed oI the most suitable varieties;
(2) Appropriate schemes of manuring and cultivation;
(3) Control of insect and fungus pests and of other ageocies
causing disease;
(4) The working out of some method {or dealing with excess
produce in bountiful years.
Al1 these problems are discussed by leading authorities in the iol-
lowing pa[es. The control of disease is now knosryr to be eflected
much more economically by the use of resistalt varieties than by
any curative treatment. The rnethod has already proved effective
foi the control oI Wart diseasc , the serious damage this threatened
to the industry has been happily averted. The work is uot yet
complete: it is still necessary to find a good immuae First Early
and a satisfactory immune substitute for King Edward. This,
however, is only a matter of time, and the search has been cou-
siderably shortened by trIiss Gll,nne's discovery ol a mettrod whereby
new seedling varieties can be sorted out rapidlv into ir nunes ard
non-immunes so avoidiag the prolonged field trials previously
necessary.
A serious attempt is now being made to find varieties immune
to the common Blight. This presents some difficult problems. The
Blight IungLrs, Phytolhlhma infestans appears to exist ir several
biological strains, and because a variety of potato is immune to one
strain it is not necessarily immune to others. However, a beginning
has already been made by Dr. SaJamaI and good results may yet
emer8e.
Di. Pethybridge describes the methods for dealing with the
more commor diseases so far as this is practicable.
TJxle eelworm Helerod.eta schathtiihts already caused a great deal
of trouble and may yet cause more. Dr. Leiper discusses the present
position, and shows that the particular variety in{esthg the potato
is rather different from its closely allied relative that does so much
damage to sugar beet on the Continent. In particular it only hatches
out from its Clsts under the influence of secretions from the root oI
the potato and of a few other plants, while the sugar beet variety
hatcles out more easily. Further, the potato eelworm car live for a
long rvhile in the soil. For both these reasons rotation is not a com-
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plete cure for eelworm but it mitigates the losses, and the present
work. suggglt! that the introduction of a temporary ley irito the
rotation still lurther reduces them.
When one remembers that Wart disease became a serious pest
only a few years be{ore the War, that the eelworm trouble has 6een
serious only since the War, and the Virus diseases even later, v/e are
bound to recognise that Nature probably has in store a good deal
more in tie way of troubles aDd trials for the potato growlr. Shall
we succeed in keeping out the Colorado beetle, that undesinble alien
that persistently tries to land at Tilbury ? Is some new and des.
tructive virus disease being compounded that will do heavy damage
to crops in the futue ? rv\ie do not know, but we may' be quiie
certain that the problems of plart disease,like those of human disease,
are witho{t end, and that adequate research and a pathological
service will always be needed.
No less important is the problem oI finding suitable manurial
and cultivation schemes Ior obtaining the mos[ economical yields.
This problem is always shifting with each change in the economic
positions of the grower and oI the fertiliser manufacturer, and as
the gro\trth of the crop becomes more localised and more intensive
so the need for working out the most elfective fertfiser recipes
becomes more imperative, Dr, Crowther and Mr. Gamer show how
great is the difference in response to fertilisers on the different soil
tlpes: the black soils behave quite differently from the mineral
loams. It is impossible to give one formula that suits all soils, and
reduction in amount of one constituent may lead to serious losses
on one soil, and to a saving oI monev on another. The new methods
of field experiments devised at Rothamsted for use on commercial
Iarms give valuable material for the working out of methods of soil
analysis which, we hope, witl lighten this problem of choosing the
right mlrture. At present soil analysis is not a tnrstworthy guide to
manuring though with fuller information such as is now accumulat-
ing we hope to ma"ke it so.
The reader is entitled to ask why no paper on Suality oI Potato€s
was included. The reason is that we lllow so little about the subject.
Quality in any crop is difhcult to defiae, but quality in potato€s is
particularly elusil'e. So much tums on the use to which the potato
is to be put and on the individual fancy oI the buyer that the scier,tific
worker can get hold oI very little. Our experiments are summarised
in the paper by Dr. Cro*'ther and Mr. Garner: the subject is being
closely watched and anything likely to prove useful will be followed
up.
Any crop produced in amounts sufficient to satisfy the amual
needs of the country is bound in some seasons to yield far more
than is wanted. One oI the best safeguards against the losses arising
from unusual bountifulness of Nature is to provide a satisfactory
outlet for this ercess production. Farmers who have much livestock
can utilise a considerable quantity of potatoes in feeding, subrect to
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the conditions set out in Dr. Woodman's paper. Diseased or sprouted
potatoes, for example, are liable to be dangerous. Roughly speaking
I ton of potatoes is the equivalent of 2 tons of roots or of 5 cwts. oI
maize and in addition it supplies considerable quantities oI the
antiscorbutic vitamin so necessary to the alimal during the winter
Period.
One of the difrculties of utilisirg excess potatoes on the farm is
that the farmer who has livestock is verv liable to have abundance
of other home-grown foods in the year "when he obtains excess of
potatoes. Moreover, mary potato growers have insuftcient livestock
to consume all their excess production.
In view of these difficulties it has often been suggested that
Iactories should be set up for the malufacture oI Power alcohol,
farina, or other products from excess potatoes. Considerable enquiry
has already been made and tie economics of several oI the processes
have been hvestigated. One point, however, clearly emerges:
factories cannot be put up on the of{ chance that material may be
sent to them if it cannot be sold elsewhere. Factories rreed regular
supplies of their raw materials, arrd before they could be erected
farmers would need to enter into contracts to supply definite aJtromts
o! potatc*s each year, uhaleuer the markel frice. The potato factory,
in short, would need the same kind of safeguard as the sugar beet
factories. Once established they could deal with any glut of potatoes,
however heavy, and in years of great abundance they would prove a
usefirl economic buttress to the industrv.
The following pages show that the pioblerns of potato growing are
likelv to become more definite but no less serious as time goes on.
The present research and advisory system is very effective foidealing
with most oI them, but it would gain greatly in value by the estat>
Iishment of a special Potato Research Station in one of the importa-nt
Potato growing districts. The existing testing arrd demonstration
stations serve a useful purpose and a Research Station in touch with
these and with the large Research Institutes of the country would
complete the scheme and undoubtedly prove of great value,
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POTATO DISEASES
By G. H. PETHYBRTDGE, B.Sc., pn.D.
(PlaN Patkological Laborqtory, Ministry of Agricullure)
'fsene 
- 
ar_e so many specific diseases of the potato plant, due to
parasitic fungi and bacteria as well as to viruses-to siv nothine of
depredations due to insects and other animals and if malalies
resulting from non-parasitic agencies-that it is quite impossible t<r
do more than consider a very restricted number of th^em in the
necessarily _brief period allorted to the subject to-da\'. It must nor
be supposed, however. rhar those perforce omifted are of no impor
tance, Ior many of them may cause serious trouble and loss, esfieci-
ally in particular localities or under certain special conditioni oisoil,
weather, or other circumsLances that influence the croo.
Just now manv farmers witl naturally be concerried with the
se-ed poratoes the) are goint to plant thisieason, although the best
of them will have paid attention to this matter long ag"o, and will
already have their seed boxed and placed under suitiblE conditions
for sprouting. Such boxing and sprouting of seed potaroes is advan
tageous not alone from the pcints of view of incieesed lreedom in
the choice oI actual plantin[ time and ultimate gain jn vield. bur
also because the practice offers a substantial safeguard acainst the
planting of diseased seed. Tubers a{lected with-Blisht"thar still
retain any viable eyes will sprout considerabll.earlieithan others,
and can thus be recognised and eliminated ; {6r blighted tubers are
the primary sources from which epidemics of Blight arise in the
crop. Tubers affected wirh Dry Rot. a discase particularlv common
in early varieties, and recognisable by the concenrricalhi wrinkled
sunken areas on the skin from which dirt].white or bluish pustules.
composed of myriads of fungus spores protrude, can als-o be re,
moved. They should be dostroyed bv bumine, for thev constitute' inlection centres " from whiih di;ease ma-v be transmiled to
healthy tubers. It has been proved to be uieless to cut out the
diseased prrtions lrom a tuber aflected v'ith Dry Rot and plant the
remainder, for it subsequently decal's in the soil. lr is also danger-
ous: for, if the healthy tuber, in the same lot are cut into sets,lhe
knife or hands will readilv carry infection to them, and the result of
planting them will be " misses." The Dry Rot {ungus is a rvound
parasite, and too much care cannot be taken (especially with early
varietieg) to avoid mechanical damage to the tubers,-both whilsi
Iilting-the crop and during its subsequent handling and transporr.
l-oo olten rt appears to be forgotten rhat potato rubers are livin8
things: as such thev desqlys, !u1 do not always get, bertcr treat-
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ment than is meted out to such commodities as coal, gravel, manures,
and so forth. They require air for breathing purposes, and to Iill
up a closed and unventilated store to the very top with bags of
them, as occurred in a case recently investigated, ii simply asking
for trouble. They must not be exposed to low temperatures or they
will be killed, and will subsequently rot without the intervention of
any parasitic organism. Nor must they become over-heated, or they
will also be killed and afterwards rot; or, if the temperature is not
sufficiently high for that, become a{fected with Black Heart. Nlatters
of this kind may appear trivial and relatively unimportant ; but,
judging from the number of complaints arising from such ill treatment
that have been relerred to us in recent years, there certainly does
seem to be considerable room for improvement in the way seed
potatoes are treated. If they could be regarded as being almost as
delicate as fruits or eggs, it would not be amiss.
Potatoes substantially attacked by Common Scab, particularly
if the eyes are hvolved, will not be used for seed by good growers,
nor will such as are affected with Powdery Scab. These two diseases
are of colrse also contracted from the soil, and it is well to remember
that even healthy seed planted in soil contaminated with either of
the two Scab-producing organisms is liable to yield an affected crop
of tubers, and particularly so if the soil has recently been limed.
Seed potatoes showing the sclerotial incrustations of the Black
Scurf firngus should also be looked on with disfavour. True, this
ubiquitous Iungus is very often present in potato land, but it is
advisable not to augment it there. The blemish produced by the
fungus on the surface of the new tubers is the least important of its
maleficent effects. It is one of the more important causes of '' misses "
or gaps irl the crop. When cold, wet conditions prevail after planting,
the Black Scurf fungus readily attacks the tips oI the young sprouts,
underground, and kills them. The further young growth which
follows as a reaction to such attack is in turn destroyed; and thus
nothhg in the shape of a shoot may come above ground. On the
other hand, even if young shoots do succeed in coming up, they not
infrequently become can-kered through by the fungls a few inches
below soil level, and then wilt and die away. Trouble oI this kind
is most frequent irl land that has carried crops of potatoes in suc-
cession for a considerable period and in which, naturally, cumuLative
disease effects are only to be expected. The remedy is obvious, but
too often neglected.
Skin Spot is a disease that needs special attention, for it has
caused a 6reat deai of trouble in recent years. It can be recognised
on the tub€r in the form of small, circular, dark spots on the skin,
ruually having a slightly raised, minute, pimple in the centre. Often
the spots are very numerous and confluent, giviag a pock-like appear-
ance to the skir. In ware tubers, Skin Spot, tiough ob.iectionable,
might, perhaps, be regarded more as a blemish tban a serious disease,
for the fnngus that causes it (Oosoora PustNdans) do€s not penetrate
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to ary considerable depth into the tissue of the tuber, and it is
completely removed on ordinary peeling. With seed tubers, however,
the matter is very different. The fungus attacks the individual butls
in the eyes, and kills them. The severity of attack appars to depend
largely on extemal conditions. Even during winter storage the bud,s
miy be killed to some extent, but, fortunately, the potato has the
caphcity (not unlimited, it is true) of forming new buds in its eyes
to replace those lost. The struggle between host and Parasite does
not cease when the tuber is plarrted. If the soil is ill Eood condition
and the weather and other circumstarces ate favourable to the
Dotato, then the unatta,'ked buds wiU soon become large enough and
iufficiently robust to resist attack by the fungus. On the other hand,
when the soil is ill drained and not welI tilJed. and particularly when
cold, wet weather conditions prevail for any length oI time after
planting, the fungus lains the upper hand, kitls bud after bud as
Gey successively arise, until the tuber may eventually become
entirely " btind.* It then produces nothing above grorurd, of course.
but it ls not actua[v dead. Unless attacked by some other enemy.
the blind tuber pro-duces at its heel end, whire it w?f originally
attached to its slolon a rather hard, woody, tumour-like $owth.
Blind seed tubers, each with a ba-sal tumour of this kind, are not
infrequently found at diSging time in a gappy drop derived from
seed affected with Skin Spot, and the tumours have sometrmes been
wronglv suspected as having been caused by tbe Wart Diseas€
orran-iim. Thev are still alive, so reluctant is tlte potato to give up
thE ehost entirily; and, on replanting them uader favourable con-
ditidis, adventitious buds are- formed on the tumours, which de-
veloD into normal foliage-bearing shoots. Seed potatoes showing
Ski;SDot, tlerefore, should be regarded u'ith Sreat susPicion. Under
unfavourable conditions they are alrnost certain to give rise to real
trouble, and no one c:trl pred,ict with certainty what conditions are
likelv to prevail after planting. The conditions existing when seed
ootajtoes ire properlv sprouted in boxes are advantageous to the
irotato and noi to the Skin Spot funflE. lf, therefore, sprouting seed
iot"to"r *ut" a rmiversal practice liss would be heard of failures o,
croDs due to this disease.'What has been said so fal in regard to troubles that may arise
from faultv seed potatoes refers to matters that are discernible by
carelul eximinati-on of the tubers. Unfortunately, there are other
iliseases transmitted with seed Potatoes that afford no siSns whatever
of their Dresence : and the chief of these are most of the vims diseases'
In oractice. iudeing from reports received, the most important of
it de t.o- tfrl pdi"t-of view oi general reduction in yield is l-ea{ Roll'
trlooi" ."d Cri-n}le probable come next, and the various forms . of
*.u.f. f."t. This order, however, does not represent the relative
virulence with which these diseases attack potato plants thernselves,
for Streak and the severe forms of Crinkle may be so intense in their
elfects that the a{fected Plants may be Practically wiped out, and
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thus few or no tubers that cou.Id find their way into commercial
seed remain.
The nature oI plant viruses is still an unsolved problem, but that
those affecting the potato are carried in the seed tuber and that they
are transmitted from diseased to healthy plants by insects is lm-
questionable. Fortunately, however, they do not appear to be
carried in the true seed, developed in the sq-called potato " plum "
or " apple "; and thus the production of virus-free potatoes, Ior
breedirg or other purposes, is not an impossibility.
Attempts have been made {rom time to time to lind a ready
method of distinguishing between healthy seed potatoes and those
derived from virus-attacked plants, but so far without much practical
success. In the United States of America a so-called " tuber-index "
method of testing seed potatoes for the presence or absence of virus
has been developed and practised to some extent. This consists in
removirg a portion oI the tuber containing ar eye, planting it in a
greenhouse in the winter and noting the state of hea.lth of the shoots
when they are some eight inches or so high. Those tubers alone are
retahed for pla.nting, the portions from which have given rise to
shoots showing no virus sl,rnptoms, and Irom them relatively
healthy stocks can be worked up, provided this is done under
isolated conditions, where virus infection from without is not possible
or is at a minimum. No doubt, for the raising of special stocks of
seed potatoes this method of controlling the health of them is
valuable, and particularly so if, as seefits to be the case ilr America,
the tuber-indexing can be done for the raiser by a public institution.
For the ordinary farmer, however, the method is scarcely practicable.
Attempts haye been made recently in Germany to discriminate
between healthy and degenerate (i.e., presumably, virus-containing)
potato tubers by electrical measurement methods. Arisirg out of
these a so-called copper-strip test has been devised. A bright strip
of copper about the size oI a pen-kniIe blade is pushed rvell irto the
end of the tuber, which is then kept for about eight hours at a
temperatnre of 3740 degrees C. After a {urther sixteen hours at
a.bout 20 degrees C., the tuber is cut across. If it is a healthy one
there sbould be a black stain extending lor a considerable distance
around the slit-like wouad made by the copper strip. If it is a de-
generate or.e there should be no such stain, or at most one not ex-
iending much beyond the edges of the wound itself. The method
seemed so simple as to be worth a trial, hence one was made with
tubers known to be derived {rom plants affected with Leaf Roll and
with others that were believed to be healthy. The result, however,
was that the tubers alfected with I-eaf Roll shorved the extensive
blackening supposed to occur only with healthy tubers; thus, for
this particular disease, at any rate, the method appears to be useless.
Others have made similar prelimitary tests and have also foud
tb.e method not promising for distirguishing tubers containing
Yirus from healthy tubers.
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F-or the supply of seed potatoes as Iree as may be from vinrses,
the farmer therefore has to rely on the good faith of the seed pro-
ducer, and in recent vears much has been done (though much more
remains to be accomplished) to raise the standard of health (par-
ticularly in regard to virus diseases) o{ crops of potatoes 6rown for
seed. In Scotland, for example, growing crops showing more tlan a
certain proportion of virus diseases, even if 100 per cent. pure (i.e.,
true to name), are now no longer awarded official certificates for seed
purposes. That really first-class seed potatoes, carryzilg a bare
minimum of virus disease, can be raised, has clearly been shown by
the successful work done in the last few years at University College,
Bangor, North Wales, an account oI which wilt be found ill the
Midstry's Joumal for Jufy, 1933. In principle, the plan is to start
with a small quartity (ir some cases, perhaps, a single plart or tub€r)
of material that js virus-free, or as near to this ideal as can humanly
be attained, ard to multiply it under rigid conditions that preclude
infection (brought by insect vectors) from outside sources. In
practice procedure may be slow and difficult at first, but that it can
be done is certain-
The temptation to dwell disproportionately on vims diseases of
the potato is extremely strong, and must be resisted, and considera-
tion must now be given to one or two other diseases concemed with
the growing plant in the field and af{ecting the crop of tubers raised.
Blight (due to Phytopltlhora infestans) is still by far the most impor-
tant of all potato diseases in this country, for it destroys the toPs,
reduces the crop yield and rots many of the tubers produced. Time
will not permit of any detailed accorurt of the disease now, and most
of you will be thoroughly familiar with the subject. Two matters
onlv, therefore, will be touched on to-day, namely the occlurence
of primary outbreaks and Blight resistance. It used to be supposed
that the first outbreaks of Blight each season always occurred in
the extreme south-west of the courtry ; that in due course infection
spread from them eastwards and northwards, in wave-like Iashion,
the ra,te o{ progression of the wave depending largely on weather
conditions. For the past ten years or so records have been kept oI
the alates and localities o{ the first seasonal outbreaks of potato
Blight, ald they show that this wave of disease does uot ir fact exist.
Although, of course, mainly owing to climatic conditions, the very
earliest outbreaks generally do occur in the south-west and the
latest in the north, yet, broadly speaking, outbreaks occur at numer-
ous centles widely distant from one another and at no very widely
di{ferent dates. A single stone tb.rown into the water at the edge
oI a pond rvill produce a rvave (or a succession of parallel rvaves) that
will progress until it reaches the edges and far end of the pond, the
whole surface haring been traversed from the one original source oI
disturbance. If a handful of pebbles is broadcast into the pond,
however, each will give rise to a circular wave ; and these circles will
expand and run into one another urtil eventually the whole of the
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surface of the pond will have been wave-traversed. If the whole
handfuI is scattered not at one time, but distributed bit by bit, at
comparatively short intervals of time, the whole surface will also
eventually be wave-traversed; and this is the kind of pictue to
bea.r irr mind when considering the seasonal iaception and spread of
potato Blight here. The practical bearing o{ this analogy is that when
a farmer hears that Blight ha.s once more put in its annual appearance
somewhere in the country he should not wait for the advance of any
wa.ve of disease Irom a distance, but realise that it may be practically
at his own door already and act accordingly. Each season, as soou
as potato Blight has occurred again, in whatever locality, the Ministry
of Agriculture makes the fact known as widely as possible through
the press and by other methods of publicity. The warning is repeated
as further outbreaks are reported, and thus farmers are reminded
that the time has arrived when spraying potatoes with Bordeaux
or with Burgundy mixture should be undertaken.
One point in connection with ttle record; deserves to be mentioned.
It is the comparative frequelcy with which the Iirst outbreaks occur
in prosimity to old potato pits or clamps- It is known, of course,
that the Blight fungus overwinters in the tubers, and, it is belieyed,
in them alone. Blighted tubers tlrown out of a pit and left lying
about are naturally dangerous sources of infection to neighbouring
potato crops, for the furgus fructifies on them, and the spores pro-
duced are readily dissemiaated. Much could be done to retard and
minimize outbreaks of Blight by pa5,,rng stricter attentior to plant
sanitation and hygiene and thus suppressirgfoci from which primary
infections arise, Moreover, more could be done than is often at-
tempted to minimise attacks of Blight on the tubers by adequate
and careful earthing up of the drills.
A potato variety resistant to or immwre from Blight attack has
for generations been a desideratum, and maty attempts have been
made to secure one. Nor have they been entirely unsuccessful, {or a
Iew varieties resistant both in haulm and tuber do exist. Unfortun-
ately, however, they do not possess many of the other important
characteristics that are borurd up with a commercially valuable
sort, and they have therefore not come into general favour. Some of
them are late ripening varieties, but one of them at least is an early
one, and their resistalce camot be explained (as is sometimes
supposed) by the assumption that they merely escap infection
because they are not in a suitable stage of developmcnt for attack
when the Blight fuagus is a,ctive. Their resistance appears to be
constitutional or inherent. Renewed attempts have been made
during the past ten or twelve years, particularly in Germany, to raise
a Blight-resistant variety that wi.ll be satisfactory from otherpoirts
of vierv, arld acceptable to the commercial potato grower. Failure
to produce such a variety by breeding from aJready cultivated
varieties alone led to the use bv breeders o[ one or two highly resistant
wild species of potatoes, as pirents in crosses with cutt]r'ated varie-
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ties- A few new varieties were thus raised possessing, apparently,
resistance and many or most of the other required characteristics,
and the prospects seemed particularly good. Alas, however, when
these varieties were sent out, after a few years, for wider trial they
broke down, and becarne attacked by Blight. This happened suc-
cessively with two sets of specially promising progenies, but there still
remains a third set not yet fully tried out. The resistant wild species
Solanum demissum is concemed in the derivation of this third lof
but there appearc to be no obvious reason rvhy the progenies raisei
from it should ultimately behave differently from those raised with
the help ol other resistart wild species. Such disasters are of course
almost heart-breaking to the breeder, a:rd the question is: hov/ do
'they come about ? The answer is that it is now thought that the
Blight fungus exists in the form oI more than one " biological
species " (just as the Rust fungi do), and that a variety resistart to
one biological species may be attacked by a different one. Further
and very critical work is required before this belie{ can be regarded
as based on an unshakable fouadation; but if it should prove to
stand fast, then the breeder's task is made a hundredfold more difr-
cult ; for a variety will have to be raised that resists the attack not
only of those " biological species " of Phytophtkora Westans that
already exist, but also of others that may possibly come into existence
in Iuture.
There is arother important aspect of the Blight resistance problem
ttrat may be alluded to in passing; there is unlortunately no time
to deal with it adequately now. It is the question as to whether
resistance, even if it appars to be inherent or constitutional, is
necessarily really permanent in the variety. Can external factors so
influence the potato plart that Blight resistance becomes weakened
or even entirely lost in the course of years when the variety comes into
general cultivation ? The scientific breeder will probably answer no,
if resistance is really bound up with the gene (the supposed material
unit of the cell that carries the heritable characteristics o{ the plant),
and seeing that propaSation is entirely vegetative; but it wi1l be
up to him to demonstrate beyond doubt that BliSht resistance is or
ca:r be so linked up ald remain absolutely permanent.
It may now be well to turn from this perhaps somewhat depress-
ing picture of Blight-resistance and its practical possibilities to that
of resistance to a totally different disease, a picture of a much more
cheerful and satisfactory aspect, namely, resistance to Wart Disease.
Here it can be said that the existence of some old and the raising
of certain new resistant varieties has been o{ irnmense Practical
importa:nce to the farmer. Thanks to them and to the administrative
measures goveming their employme[t the losses due to this disease
in this country are now entirely neg[gible, although discovered foci
of soil infection have not ceased to accumulate slorvly. This satis-
factory state of affairs, horrever, must not lead to diminished care
or to neglect of the precautions that have led to this happy result,
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for the menace still remains. The careful work of recent vears has
shown that potato varieties cam be arranged in a serie.l "i".t-;r-with those that are extremely susceptible "to W.rt ait"ct. -"o.n?
through those tlat are less suscepti6le, to som" tn i 
"ru 
iiril","f,rf
resistant ; then to othem deftritelt resistant, highly resistant, almost
immune and apparently actually immune. in luri. gv the use of
t-hese immure and very highly resista,nt varieties Ioi plantjne in
mlected land normal crops can be gro$'n, in spite of thi fact [hat
the parasite is still there and may remain in .\riable condition there
for a great number of years. When breeders succeed., as no d,oubt
eventually they will do. in producing high.ly resistant or immune
trrst early varieties to replace the susceptibte ones still necessa.rilv
grown in their absence, and when higtrJy resistant or immune sub_
stitutes for such valuable main crdp varieties as King Edward
become ava.ilable, then Wart Disease will become a matter"of second-
ary importance. Irnrnunity and rqsistance here do seem to be a
permanent feature oJ the variety; at arly rate, no authentic case of
breakdown has yet been limown to occur. Time and firrther exoer_
ience alone car determine whether such a thine is possible.
_. To tlosg who may have studied the histoical'aspects of this
disease it witl be of interest to mention that further [Aht has been
shed on its early history in this country bv investisations recenth-
made in Finland. There is circumstantial dvidence ihat the diseast
had existed ln England for some few years prior to lg0o, when its
presence and nature were first recomised bv prolessor potter
(Jour. Board. Agric. 9, l9{l2'3, p. 920): It was"evidentlv seen here
(and illustrated, tiough not correctly identified) ilr 1898 bi, G. eUU.u
(Jour. Honic. Cott. Gard,- and Home Farmer,'l Ser.. ii. t8gg. ;-
463) and by A. Sutton (.lour. Roy- Apric. Soc..l Ser.. S. ISSS.;.
598). It was a.lso probably seen, 6ut riot specificaLlv recomised,. in
tlre sa"me year by Wm. G. Smlin (Jour. Roy. Hottic-. Soc.,-22, tggg.
99, clxxvi. and cix-xviii.). these are our earliest definite records..
It was first described and recognised as a new disease, in lg96, in
Hrlngai-y. by K. Schilberszky (Bet. Deut. Bot. Ges- 14.1896. D. j6).
Now. A. HiI_i, \,lriting in I93i (Perunasydodn (syttchytiiuu eniobioi-
c-um-lS ch ilb.l, Perc.) Ieaidmisen sJistii submcssa' ji ulhinai a, Helsinki.
1932, p. 6{) brings forward substantial evideitce to show that Wart
Disease was htroduced into Firland with a consienment o{ Magnum
Bonum potatoes from England in the year 1893. i'hat woul<l6Iive
years belore the disea.se was recognised in this countrv and three
years before it had been discovered and described, in aiv countrv.
How long it may have been here prior to I Rgg no one can say, brit
. SiDG lbr above w6 E,rten, a .tigbrly .atio reord has.one ,o lipht. Ir rs cler ftom th.ddnpt'oD Brvo r d sper to a @E6Doodenr, Dubtrlhpd i! \'ot, tr, oi lhe (, .n\. (t hhictt
Aua. 22od, 1896, p. 227, rhat erLaiD potar@s shoirtla *arre qroslhs subtunted ro the Edir;
must bave !.d alfecred sit! Warl Dis@. B,oth M. C. Cooke d ltorihirEron Smittr. e" -rDou Er@Losists, €rsDiDcd rh. sE.cie@s ad alreed rlat ltis E|Dit6riliotr"of di*@;d. anov.ltv.
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had we possessed a phytopathological service in this country forty
years ago, how much trouble might have been avoided !
Finatly, although strictly speaking insect pests do not come within
my special province, but are dealt with by my entomotogical col-
leagues, somettring must be said about the existing Colorado beetle
menace to this country. It is scarcely necessary to emphasise the
enornous damage that this insect and its grubs can do to potato
crops by devourhg the tops; this is well knowa. In general shape
and appearance the beetle remhds one of a lad,-bird beetle, but it
is from two to three times larger than our corrlmoner lady-birds,
and instead of having black spots on its back, it has ten black stripes
running lengthwise. In colour it is a light yellowish brown, and the
soft grubs are reddish. During the last decade this pest, previously
conlined to North America, has become well established in France,
and each year it has migrated firrther north in that country until
now it is not far from the Channet coast. All possible practical
precautions are being taken to keep the pest out of England, but an
isolated case involving a few beetles was discovered last August at
Tilbury. Full particulam concerning this wiU be found in ar article
by Mr. J. C. F. Fryer, Director of t}re Ministry's Plant Pathological
Laboratory.Harpenden,who is in chief command of operations against
the pest. This was published in ttre Ministry's Journal for Jaruary
last, and in addition, an Advisory Iraflet (No. ?l) on the subject,
with a coloued plate, was published in the same month. A copy of
this shorlld be in the hands of every potato grower. Once before,
over thirty years ago, this pest was formd here; curiously enough,
also at Tilbury. It was then successfully eradicated and it is boPed
and believed that the same succcss x,ill crown the present eflorts
at extermination. However, the bcetle has now become established
so very much nearer to our shores than it was formerly that it is
necessary to be more than ever on the alert in order to detect imme-
diately any ftesh case of invasion. Promptness oI detection is
essential for swift suppression. Operations against this pest can
successfully be conducted only with the active assistance and co-
operation oI farmers and other occupiers of la.ud. This has so Iar
been most willingly given and will no doubt be as readily contilued.
Suspected syxcimens should be sent, packed as carefully as possible
to avoid damage in the post, to The Secretary, Ministry of Agticul-
ture, l0 Whitehall Place, London, S.W.l. On packets sent by letter
post thus addressed postage need not be prepaid.
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THE EELWORM PROBLEM
By R. T. Luprn, M.D., D.Sc., F.R.S..
and M. J. Tnrrrrrr, D.Sc.
(Instilute oJ Agricuhural parusitahgy, St. Albans)
THAr the potato-root eelworm, Heterodcra schachtii, is widelv dis_
tribute4 in Britain is now unhappily a well recognised tact, Ujt it is
ol srgnificance that although the parasite was diagnosed in Ensland
as long ato as I9I7, the serious nature of the infection has-only
rece-ntly been realised by the majority of growers.
Now, there is- every ieason t<i sup]:ose"that previous to lglT the
parasite was well established in sev6r-al clistrict, for, onlv two vears
after Taylor's diagnosis of the pest in yorkshire, it wa_i recoeirised
both in Cumberland and Cambridgesh.ire. In the latter instanL the
attack was so severe that in a field where 7 cwt. of seed was planted
the_yield was 5, cwt. only. This ctearly hd.icat* tf,.itniiiii""tii
a-t ]east was of s€veral years standing. Subsequent records showtlnt in the early post-war years practically all 'the ootato.erowihp
districts in Britiiri coqtained foci'of infection. $""',;;t;;;;;:
taken to limit the spread of the disease, and in manv <iistricts
potatoes were grown almost annually on infected tand; it is not
surprising that the eelworm problem 'has assumed. its present very
serious aspect.
In this -connect on it may be worthy of mention that a similarstate of affairs had previously treen brought about irl Germany by
the same eelworm, only in that case iusar-beet was the ;lanl
attacked. The sugar-beet industry, begun iin Germanv about iSO0
was_.fo-r_ many ye-"rr so so"""ssfi.i,.ia beei s.;;fi;;;J;
profitable, that sugar-beet was repeatedly Rrowi on tIE same land
The system of rotation and fallowing fonnirly practised was aban-
!919d. As a result of this, eelworm became very prevalent, and. in
1876 no less than 24 factories were closed down ana thousalds of
acres o-f previously fertile land had to be returned to pasture.
Scientific investigation of the eelworm problem was bieun in
Germany as early a.s 1870, and is still being iarried out, but sdfar no
practicable measure of ridding infested land of eelworm, other than
by prolonged rotation with non-susceptible crops, has been devised.
That the pest can be controlled by this means is-amply demonstrated
by the present day success of beet-growing in Germany.
-Of recmt years attentior ha-s been paid in Europe generally, aswell as in Britain, rather more to the depredations of the-eelworm on
potatoes than on beet, for although the nematode resoonsible for the
dama6e is the same, the problems it presents diffei in certain im-
portant respects. This is due to the remarkably high specialisation
I8
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which occurs when this particular eelworm lives lor many generations
palasitic upon a single species of host. It has been lound that not
ouly does such a specialised population of eelworm tend to lose the
power of attacking plants other than the usual host or closely related
species, but other physiological differences occur which influence the
response of the eelworm to certain stimuli. One very important
dillerence is that, whereas the larvae oI the strains specialised lor
beet require only the stimulus afforded by suitable conditions of
temperature and moisture to cause them to emerge freely from the
cysts, the larvae of the potato strain require a further chemical
stimulus before hatching will take place with any great fre€dom.
This is provided by the root excretions of the potato plant. When
non-susceptible crops are grown, the beet strain tends to die out {rom
infected land much more rapidly than the potato strain, for greater
numbers oI larvae are freed each year. The advantage of this to the
grower is, however, counteracted by the higher probability in the
case of the beet strain that some weed may become infected and
sewe as a reseryoir of infection, for in general the beet strail is less
highly specialised tharr the potato strain.
Although it is usual to refer to these specialised populations oI
eelworm under such general titles as " beet strain," " potato strain "
and " pea strain," for exa.mple, yet another important Iactor, which
is perhaps insufficiently realised even by scientific workers whose
exp€rience is confined to a limited district, is that a strain specialised
for a single host in one district may differ in minute respects from an
apparently similar strain sp€cialised for the same host in another
area. Yet these slight diflerences may assume very great importance,
more particularly in relation to the question of devising methods of
control.
That such differences in the potato strain do exist il Britain
has been repeatedly pointed out in publications of the Institute of
Agricultural Parasitology. Research workers of this Institute, while
carr,'ing out laboratory studies ald small scale experimelts at the
field station at St. Albans, pursue their main observational work, and
conduct field experiments, in those districts where the parasite con-
stitutes the most serious menace to agriculture. In this t'ay lorow-
ledge has been gained of the diflerent strains of eelworm which occur
in north and south Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, Lancashire, Bedlordshire
and Wiltshire, as well as Hcrtfordshire, and ti.ereby contradictory
results appearing in the literature have been understood and assigned
to differences in soil t]?e and agricultural practice-
To appreciate fully the sigaificaace of these minute differences in
physiological reaction, a detailed knowledge of the work which bas
been caried out, both in this country and abroad over a period of
years, is, of course, necessary. A summary of some of the more
striking points can only be attempted here.
The most obvious point which arises in connection witb the control
of the eelworm and t}re treatment of the disease known as " potato-
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sickress " wittr which it is associated, is its association with certain
types of soil, and borurd up with this are questions of land values and
agricultural practice. It is obvious tlat where very fertile, highly-
valued land becomes infected, it is economically possible to apply
manurial or chemical treatment involving considerable outlay, while
any other method of control which might include, for example,
{allowing for a considerable period, would be quite impracticable.
In ot}er cases exactly opposite conditions prevail. \'ery frequentll'
highly fertile lantl is found to be infected as a result of potato cultiya -
'tion carried on ,'ear alter vear despite eelworm and " potato-sick-
ness " making their appearance, until a stagc is reached where it
becomes impossible for the land to bear a successful potato crop.
In these cases it is common to find the grower of the opinion that
potatoes are the only possible crop from which he can make a profit.
Where this is actually the case, as sometimes happens with small
holdings, there seems no alternativc to the land becoming derelict ;
but where altemative crop can be grown there is some evidence that
one reasonable crop of potatoes can be produced every four or six
years, which is preferable to annual losses from the constant failure of
the potatoes.
There is little doubt that the establishment of the sugar-beet
industry in Lincolnshire and South Yorkshhe has saved thousands
of acres oI fertile but " potato-sick " land from going out of culti-
vation. But there is norv great danger that beet may be grown so
frequently on this infected land that a host transference may be
elfected by the eelworm. As an illustration of the depreciation in
land values which Iollows as a result of eelworm infection the case
of a farm in Yorkshire may be quoted. In 1930 this farm was let
at a rcntal ol f,2 an acre: in 1933 it failed to let at a rental of l0s.
an acre although rt is situated in a beet growing area. Land depre-
ciation is therefore one of the serious consequences which must be
kept in mind in estimating the damage following upon the spread of
this eelworm.
. There is another point which must not be omitted in considering
rhe relative importance of eelworm in different districts and diflerent
tvpes of land. The physical condition of soil greatly influences the
eelworm's rate of reproduction and consequently alfects the rate of
spread from isolated foci of inlection. Recent rvork has also shown
that the rapidity of eelworm elimination which follows a suspension
of potato planting is likewise influenced by soil composition, so that
the.good results obtained by this means in a light, sandy, well
aerated soil must not be too confidently anticipated in districts where
the soil has a closer texture.
With regard to the more inherent physiological variations which
are Iound to occur in strains of eelworm in different parts of the
country, comparatively little is as yet known. Such information as
is available, however, serves to emPhasise the imPortance of this
aspect oI the eelworm problem. Variations in size of the larvae
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would scarcely seem to have a bearing on the economic side of the
problem. Yet it has been shown in Germany that a proportion of
iarvae contained in the cysts of the hithlv specia.lised oat strain are
capable of penetrating the roots of beet, and that these larvae cant
be distinguished from the ordinary forms, which attack oats only,
by their shorter length. It is a probable and genera.[y accepted
supposition that the specialised strains or races of f/drrodoa sclscNii
hivi arisen from a common unspecialised stock, and have acquired
their specialisation as a direct adaptation to environment. That is
to say, that following each successive generation produced upon any
host plant, the worm tends to attack that particular host plant more
readily, and other possible hosts less readily. Hence the Sreater
frequency with which any crop is grown, the higher becomes the
specialisation oI the parasite for that particular host. In the potato
strain this specialisation has become so intense that in some districts
no other plant species can serve as host. Hence when potato€s are
withheld lrom in{ected land the parasite gradually and very slowly
dies out. It remains, however, always a matter {or conjectwe how
far the specialisation has been carried in any one district. Some
other plant, either cultivated or a weed, is quite liable to serve as a
host under exceptional circunstances and slight inlections of ttris
sort are generally overlooked although they are sufrcient to carry
on the infection during a rotation period.
In certain districts of Ireland docks are attacked ; in I-ancashire,
couch grass; in South Lhcolnshte, Cheropodium allum ; rnd in
Wiltshire, carrots have on one occasion been Iound to serve as a
host. In other districts cysts which do not conlorm to the type
produced on the potato plant have been isolated from the soil of
potato fields although it has not been possible to discover on what
plant they have been developed.
Whether in these cases the infection can be re-transferred to tle
potato, or passed on to some other cultivated host, is not known as
the conditions governing host selection have not yet been fully
investigated. It has been found, however, that in some districts,
under qxcial conditions, the potato strain ol the eelworm wiU attack
beet, hence it is of the utmost importance that sugar-beet should
not be grown too frequently, and under no circumstances for two
consecutive seasons upon land iafected with the potato strain ot
Heta?odero schachtid. A strain of the eelworm which very readily
attacks beet, mangolds, cabbages and a Iarge variety of weeds is
krown to exist already in western England. It is of interest that
this strain does not attack potatoes. As yet it is not known whether,
Iollowing reproduction upon an unusual host the parasite shon s a
loss of previously acquired specialisation, but if this proved to be
the case occasional infections on weeds would assume an even
treater importance.
In the main the researches carried out in Britain have boeo
directed towards the discovery of some meatrs oI controlling the
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parasite. Towards this end three main lines of investitation have
been followed. Firstly, methods have been sought for eliminating the
eelworm from infected land. Secondly, variations in farming practice
have been tried with the obiect of ensuring an occasional good crop
of potatoes from land known to be infected. And thirdly, reasons
for the alarming rate of spread of the parasite have been investigated.
The application oI chemical substances to infected soil has given
no evidenie of control by elimination of the eelworm. In such
instances better crops have been obtained following the use of
chemicals, but this improvement has been due probably to a tem-
porary effect, not on the parasite but on a second factor, which is
probably nutritional. Some such treatment may )et be discovered
rvhich can be used on small areas of verv valuable land, but for




Good results have been obtained in eliminating eehvorm by the
use of grass excretions, but this method is still in the experimental
stage. On infected " warp " lard the eelworm is known to survive
for-more than ten years when potatoes are withheld and cereal and
other immune crops are grown. In a Iield of this ty'pe the eelworms
have been reduced by 48 per cent. in eighteen months by the use of
a grass ley. By this method the eelworms are stimulated to hatch
from the iysts, after which, in the absence of the Potato Plant, they
die out. What effect this method will have upon the second factor
concerned in the production of disease, remains unknown. It
may well be that in some districts the eelrvorm may attack
the' grass, atthough this has not yet occurred in th6 experi-
mental area. In any event it seems probable that at least lour
years will be necessary for anything like a comPlete elimination of
ihe parasite, thouth the time will be strongly influenced by the t]?e
of soil.
With regard to the second method of approaching the control
of the eelwo-rm, it has been shown that after a four-year rest {rom
Dotatoes certain tvpes of land, such as that occurring in South
LincolnshAe, witl iroduce a satisfactory croP desPite a high degree
of eelrvorm infestation if adequately suPPlied with organic manure.
Although the eelworm content of the soil is increased by,the culti-
vation -of potatoes, the change of cropping, coupted with the manur-
ing, seemi to eliminate the second disease-produciag factor, in -the
ab"Jence of which eelworm has a comparatively slight elfect in reduc-
ing the yield."lt his been estimated, from fiSures supplied by growers, that
on rich land u'ith a moderate eelworm content, but where a four-
course rotation has prevented the s]'mPtoms of " Potato-sickness "
from appearing, a prolitable yield of potatoes may be expected,
althoush this may be from one to three tons per acre less than the
vield liom similar but uninlected fields' It is not known rvhether
ihi. four*ours. 
"ystem 
can be repeated indefhite)y with satislactory
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results where very heavy infections exist, but it should prove
successful in cases of moderate infection. Here agair secondary
factors such as t,?e of soil and available organic hanure are of
considerable importance.
Heavy applications of farm-vard manure applied in the rows at
the time of planting has given improved yields as compared with
other methods of manuring, more particularly where artificial
Iertilisers are used alone. This method ensures that the first roots
can make some growth before being attacked by the eelworms, which
gives the plants a better chance oI tolerating eelworm damage. It
has been suggested that heary manuring combined with early lifting
would decrease the eelworm popuiation of soil, provided the roots
were collected and burnt, but in practice it has been shown that after
such treatment the eelworm content of slightly infected soil is
actuallv increased by at lcast 100 per cent. owing to the impossibility
of removing all the roots.
As we see it, the present position rvith regard to the control of
eelworm trouble on potatoes is that, pending the discovery of some
method whereby the eelworm can be eliminated from infected land,
the only measure which can be adopted by gro$'ers, to avoid financial
loss upon the actual crops and grave dama6e to the land, is ttre
consistent use of four, or preferably six-course rotation. If the use of
the special grass ley now under trial proves satisfactory, it will be
possible, at least in some districts, to use it in the rotation for one
or two years to reduce the eelworm content of the soil more rapidly.
The effect of enforced rotation in infected areas would not only lessen
the financial loss sustained by the individual grower, but would check
the depreciatior of land values and would limit production.
With regard to the spread of eelworm throughout the country.
investigations have shown that the most fertile source of distribution
to new districts has been by the use oI seed potatocs grown in infected
land. Cysts have been found in the fragments of loose soil in potato
bags and adhering to the tubers, in suficient quantities to produce
an appreciable inlection ir previously clean land within a sirgle
season. Al average of seven cysts per tuber has beeu forutd in such a
sample of seed, and as each cyst may conta.il several hundred eggs,
the rapidity with which the eelworm has spread is amply accourted
for.
If it is quite impossible to place restrictions on the salc of seed
from infected land, it would surely be practicable to grart certificates
to clear s€ed where these were applied Ior by gro*'ers. The recogni-
tion ol Hele/odeta schachlii on the growing plant is an easy matter,
and might well be wrdertaken by the horticultural inspectors oI the
Ministry. If supplies of certi{ied clean seed were available from even
a few firms of reputable growers, and greater publicity were given to
the dangers of eelworm infection either in the daily press or weekly
papers devoted to horticulture, sufrcient interest would probably be
aroused to cbeck the spread of the disease. There can bqlittle doubt
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ti.at farmers and small-holders who have once suffered {rom infected
land would welcome the possibi[ty of guarding against the introduc-
tion oI infection to clean land. It is hoped ttrat a method of cleanins
seed potatoes will shortly be available'so that the demand, for cleai
seed should not exceed the supply. The adoption of similar measures
is being strongly advocated in Germany, although only a com-
paratively small area of that country is infected. In Sweden legisla-
tion has been carried out to preyent the importation of seed potatoes
from cowrtries Lxrown to be iafected with ihe eelworm. Small areas
of Schleswig-Holstein which were known to be infected with the
potato stlain of the eelworm were retumed to pasture alter the war
through the action of the Danish Govemment, with the result that
to{,ay there is no eelworm probled in Denmark. Are we to admit
that the-Danish agriculturist has the monopoly of foresight and of
courage ?
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POTATOES ON THE FARM
BY H. E. WooDxAN, M.A.' Ph.D., D.Sc.
(Sckool ol Agricul.ture, C atnbrid ge\
WHEN low prices rule for potatoes, and when even at such prices the
markets ar; du[, it is advisable to consider how Part, at least, of this
croD mav best be utilised for making good any shortage of feeding
stuifs in- other directions, as, for example, when the root crop has
proved disappointing. Before any conclusions can be made' it is
i,""es.".y tti 
-be quiie clear about the composition of Potatoes. In
this wav onlv can we decide what type of food is capable of being
replaced by fotatoes in the rations of live-stock.
Com|atison o! Potatocs ttith Swedes and Ma*golds
The composition and feeding value oI potato€s as comPared with
"rrerag" 



































We note that potatoes contain about 76 per cent. of water -and
24 Der cent. of div substance. By far the treater pa.rt of the food
maierial consists of carbohydrate, the Percentage of this constituent
amountins to almost 20 per cent. It is noteworthy ttrat potato€s
contain orily a small amount of protein and almost negligibte amounts
of fibre, oii and mineral mataer. From these facts we leam that
almost ihe sole function oI Potatoes in the ration is to fumish <Lgest-
ibte carbohydrate. We must not rely on them to supply digestible
orotein and minerals. When feeding potatoes to live-stock, we must
L careful to ensure that the ration also contains foods capable ot
oroviding the protein and mineral matter lacking in tie potatoes.' If we"examine the data in the table, we find ttrat the food rnaterial
of mangokls and swedes is very similar in character to that oI
potatoe;. All these foods are rich in carbohyakate and Poor in protein.
25
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oil, fibre and minerals. Potatoes, however, contain rather more than
ly:"- tUg amount of carbohydrate found in swedes and ma.ngolds.
Weight for weight, therefore, potatoes have rather more than"twice
the -feeding value- of swedes or mangolds, a comparison which isfurther borne out by a corsideration ofthe percentages of drv matter
and starch equivalent in these foods. The slockfeedir will n;t be lar
wrong if he regards I lb. of potatoes as the equivalent of 2 lb. of
swedes or mangolds when he wishes to feed podtoes in the place of
roots. This is, however, a deliberately cauiious estimate,'Ior the
evidenc! of the starch equivalents really signifies that I lb. of potatoes
should be equal to about 2| lb. of roots.
I ha.ve said that the food constituents in potatoes and roots are
yery similar in nature. There is one important distinction, however.
The carbohydrate in potatoes is alrnost wholly in tie Iorm of starch,
whereas in sryedes and mangolds it takes the form of sugat. From the
feeding standpoht, I regard this diffcrence as a poini in favour of
potatoes, since sugar has only three-quarteB the fattening value of
starch. The reason for this is that sugar, o\ring to its solub]e charac-
ter,_suffers a greater degree of destructive fermentation by bacteria
in the paunch of sheep and cattle than does starch.
\ alure af Albuminoids;n potatoes
_ I ought_ at rhis stage to call your attention to certain peculiar
features of the albuminoid constituent of potatoes, peculiarities
which are shared also by the nitrogenous components of roots. We
heve sgel -thal potatoes contain 2.1 per cent- of crude protein oralbuminoid, of which, as carr be demonstrated by animal eiperiment,
l.I per cent. can be digested and utiliscd by Iarm animals. But oI
this_small amount of digestible albuminoid, oirly 0.6 per cent. consists
of the kind_ oI tme protein we find in milk, meat oi egg-rvhite. The
remaining O.5 per cent., that is to say, almost half ofthe digestible
albuminoid in potatoes, corxists of nitrogenous substances of much
simpler naturc than proteir. The chemist knows them under such
names as-asparagine, amino acids, ammonium comporurds, etc., aad
mistakenly groups them together under the [ame of " amides."
In order to understand completely the Dutritive properties of the
potato, we must inquire into the feeding value of th;se soralled
" amides." The case of the potato has been satisfactorily settled by
the Scandinavian chemist, Hindhede, who, by feeding experiments
over long periods, has demonstrated that the iasimilable albuminoid
oI potatoes is an extremely vaJuable type of protein for repairing
and h{lding up body tissue. Experiments in Denmark have led to
the conclusion that when dairy cows are fed on rations containing
the correct requirements of starch equivalent aud digestible proteitr,
almost 90 per cent. of the " amides " in the food are built up in the
animal into milk protein. In Germany, Morgen has proved that i[
asparagiae, a tlpical food amide, be added to a ration containing
sufrcient energy or starch equivalent, but deficient in digestible
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protein, then it can serve not only for maintenance of the dairy cow.
but also for milk production. At a later date, his fellon -countr]'rnan.
Honcamp, obtained the surprising result that it is possible to replace
part of the true protein in the rations of dairy cows by an amide tike
nrea \rithout seriously affecting milk yield. This savours of the
magical when we remember that urea arises normallv in the body as a
\a'aste product from protein breakdown and has to be climinated
throuth the kidneys irto the urine.
In this country we have solyed the question bv means of what I
may term " committee research " (as distinct from experimental
inquiry). We have agreed to assume that the " amides " have a
nutritive value equal to half that of digestible true protein. The so-
called protein equivalent is the digestible true protein plus half the
" amides." For potatoes this amounts to 0.8 per cent., and this,
therefore, is the figure that should be used rvhen assessing the
contribution of potatoes to the digestible protein content of the
ration.
The manner of utilisation of these " amides " is of interest. The
bacteria rvhich flourish in the paunch of the ruminant, and which
incidentalty are responsible for the digestion of fibre, develop and
multiply at the expense of the nitrogen in these " amide " substances.
By this means, " amide " nitrogen is built up into the protein of the
bacteria, and on the decease of the latter, the so-called " bacterial
protein " undergoes digestion like ordinary food protein, thus
administering to the maintenance and production requirements of
the animal.
I trust I have not dwelt too long on this peculiar feature of pota.to
composition. In actual feeding practice, I do not think it has any
great sigaificance, because, as I have already pointed out, potatoes
should be fed for the carbohydrate that they contain, and the stock-
feeder should look to the other ingredients ol the ration to supply
the necessary digestible protein.
Comparisott oJ Polatoes @ilh Cereaf,s
And now to come back to more practical issues. We have seen
that potatoes belong to the class of carbohydrate-rich Ioods and as
such may be fed in replacement of roots. But how do they compare
with that other important class of carbohydrate foods, namely, the
cereals, such as wheat, barley and maize ? If we examine the com-
position of the dry substance oI potatoes, we Iirld that the ma.in
distinction between pctatoes and cereals is largely a matter of
moisture content. On the basis of drl. matter, maize for example
contains about 80 per cent. of carbohydrate, mainly as starch, and
about ll.4 per cent. of protein, whereas potato€s contain about 83
per cent. of carbohydrate, also mainly as starch, and about 9 per
cent. of protein. Both maize and potatoes are poor in fibre and
minerals. Obviously we may regard the dry food substance in
potatoes as being similar to the food material in the cereal grains.
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Potatoes are, in fact, " watered " carbohvdrate concentrates. Thev
may be used, therefore, as a substitute foibarley and maize, as in th"e
rations of pigs, in which case it is important to rimember that I lb. of
cereal -meal is equal to 4 Ib. of p6tatoes. Incidentally, the moregeneral use of potatoes in pig rations should enable our liuee imDorts
of maize to be cut down verv considerably.
Vitenins ifi potaloes
I may mention here tbat a very satisfactorv feature of the
composition of potatoes is their richneis in the anti-icorbutic vitamin
C. This renders potatoes peculiarly suitable for inclusion in the
rations of farm animals during the nbn-grazing winter season. Thev
also conta.in sma[ amounts of vitamini A a;d B. The cooking cif
potatoes reduces slightly their vitamin potency, but even in ihis
condition they arj quite a good source i{ these accessory factors,
particularly of vitamin C.
Prccautiots in thc Use of Potatnes for Liue-sloch
Before passing on to illustrate in detail how, and in what amounts ,
potatoes may be included in the rations of the different classes of
live.stock, it will be as well iI I call attention to certain precautions
which should be observed when potatoes are being utilised in this
way.
(l) Only ctean, sound potatoes should be used for feeding. Dirtv
or rotting potato€s should be rigidly excluded, since thev mar.
cause internal irritation and give rise to inflammation of the
lining-s of the digestive tract. This danger is particutarly to be
feared with young animals, especialty ilpig-ffuing.
(2) Raw potatoes, even when clean and in iound condition, are
slightly acrid and bitter in taste, and have a la-tative action on
the bowels of the animal. If large allowances of raw potatoes
are included in the rations oI live-stock, therefore, Sigestive
troubles such as " blowing " and " scouring " may resuft, and
for this reason, especially in pig-feeding, many feeders preler to
cook or steam potatoes if more than small amounts are to be fed.
This improves pelatabi-tity and renders them a safer food bv
reducing their laxative characrer. Indeed, cooked potatoes havi,
if anythiag, a slightly constipating action. The iater drainins
away from the potatoes after cooking should preferablv not bE
used, because its inclusion increases the liability to digestive
troubles.
(3) Raw potatoes are frequently fed whole, but maoy feeders prefer-
to put tbem through the root slicer belore use,lherebv eiimin-
ating risk of choking. The important point to remem*r is that
the da.ily allowances should at first be small, the amount behs
increased gradually to a maximum which sbould never err oi
the side of excess. They should on no arlclluur:i. be led ad tibitum
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(4) In my opinion, although this might not be admitted generally, it' is in;dvisable to use raw potatoes at all for very young stock.
Neither should I use raw potatoes in more than moderate amount
for animals in the later itages of pregnancy, although again I
am prepared for a division oI opinion on this Point.
(5) Wh;n iotatoes have sprouted during storage, the sprouts should' in no circumstances be fed to live-stock, as they contain a
Doisonous substance known as solanine, a compound t'hich
ippears to form a connecting link between the saponins and-the
ailialoids. This poison seems to be a regular constituent of aU
parts of the pottto plant, the tubers containing about 0'01 per
cent, Although the amount does not increase when the potatoes
are stored, oi when thev decompose, the substance passes in
large quantities into the young shoots when the tubers germinate,
so thit the sprouts may contain as much as 5 per cent- Ths
means that the young shoots should not on any account be used
in feeding, The same risk attaches in smaller degree to tubers
that havi turned green under the action of sunlight. If such
tubers are to be fed to stock, they should be boiled before use to
extract the solanine and the water allowed to drain away. It is
safer, however, to avoid the use oI such greeued Potatoes as far
as Practicable.
We may now go on to consider in more detail how potatoes ma)'
best be us6d in tlie feeding of live-stock, and because cattle are the
least sensitive to the laxative action of raw Potatoes, we will fbst
deal with their use in the fattening of mature bullocks.
Potalnes in the Fattpriry Ratio s ol Slne Beask
If the precautions I have enumerated are given due consideration .
there is n6 reason wh) the allowance of raw p-otatoes in the fattening
rations of store beasts should not be increased uP to about 40 lb.
oer head. This is eouivalent to a swedes aLlowance of about 80 lb.
ihe potatoes shouJd preferably be sliced, and care should be taken to
ensure that only small quantities, say 5 to 7lb. per head, should be
given at fi.rst, the amourt being increased gradually to the maximum.
I do not advise going beyond the {0lb. timit, although iI the potatoes
are steamed before use, rather bigger amounts can be fed with safety.
'fhe rest oI the ration should consist, as when using roots, oI the
usual allowances of oil cake and hay or straw, with possibly some
cereal to make up the Iull requirement of starch equivalent. The
animals should also be provided with a salt lick, both for the sake of
the mineral and for increasing Palatability. German authorities
recommend oil cakes with a sedative action, such as linseed cake or
coconut cake, but many Lincolnshire feeders Prefer to take advantage
oJ the astrhgent qualities of cotton cake to counterbalaJrce the
laxative action oI the Potatoes.
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Potatoes in,, Balty Beef " Ratiotts
. That potatoes can be used with a.dvantage in the rations of .. babv
beeves " seems clear from the followi"g 
""ft.i""d 
- 
A i"r; u"o"li ,
Lwp srvgn pe '-filishins ', ration of i fd;;;;h;;-d;;-b"dettre.best leeder of " baby beef ', in Lincolashire. I was not informed
or tne gentJeman's name, so that T carulot ., hold him uD to honour ,,
on thts occiLsron. tseing a Lincolnshire fa.rmer, however. he mav be
wrth. us tod.ay. We shall leam this perhaps u hen the tlme foidls_
cussion, arrjves. 
, 
Indeed. I feel sure he wili b" f;urd U;;p;;;;,
probably several times over !
The ration consisted of 7 Ib. rye grass a.ud clover hay. oat stra,,r.
chatt ad lib.._3 tb. sugar beet puti, t"tu. 
"""h 
;ib";;;J. *.";;ioats, cru.hed $heat and linseed cake, together with S6 lb. "of rau-potatoes. I must confess I was surprised tdnote the hearv 
^Uo*r""._of raw potatoes in the ration, but rve must bear in ;ind tdrt thi";;.Lmcohshrre teedrng. Since aJr ou.Bce of experience is sa.id to be worth
several tons of theory, I th;nk we may salely conclude tiat raw
potatoes may be used in the prcduction of ..5aby beef.,' I shornd
be nclrned. to counsel moderation, however, in -their use for this
purpose.
Potatoes in the Rations ol Dairy Coos
In the Ieeding of dairy cows, raw potatoes may also be used. but
ln BTeater moderation than with faltening cattte. We recall in flris
corurection the receDt controversy about the feedlne oI roots to rtairv
cattle. The " breeze ' of ttris controversy has a"t least 
""*"d tLckar the air, ard it can now be stated thai roots are 
" 
u"-..irri"*
able ingredient of a cow's ration if restricted to about a0lb.'oer hearl
per dr1'. Now40 lb. ofrootsareequaltoabout20lb. of pot"ioer, rrrJ
I regard 20 lb. of raw potatoes as a suitabte maximum for d rirv cows.
Starting with 5 to 7lb. of sliced potatoes, the amount riav be
gradually iacreased to about 20 lb. Excessive feed.ns oI rarv ootaioes
however. must inevitably lead to " blowing, and, other d.isestive
disturbances. with consequent Iowering of milk yield. For this ieason.
it is imp-ortant to control the feeding of potatoLs indcors rather than
to cart-them t-o th€ field and spread them on the pasture.
. .Owi-ng totle absence of the yellow pigment, calotene, potatoes are
inclined to give milk and butter of pale colour, but rhe mitk will not
suffer in other respects provided the rations are properly balanced.
I should not be inclined to recommend the too libe:ral-use of potatoes
on cream and butter farms, u.nless it is possible also to fied pig-
mented Iood such as kale, cabbage or carrots t., counteract the efiea
of the potatoes.
- Before leaving this phase of the subject, I feel sure you will beinterested in the following dairy rations recommended bv litr. T.
Mackinto.h. oI the National Institute Ior Research ir Dairvin!.
They illustrate very clearly how pota.toes may be used. in the fe6din!
of this class of live-stock-
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{2) For maintenance plus Iirct gallon :
(a) Hay .. 14lb. (6) Hay
Roots .. 351b. Oat straw
Potat.Es 15 lI' Kale or
Dec. BrouDd cabbage
aut cake I lb. Potaloes ..
Sola bean
meal
l0Ib. (r) IIay.. .. 7lb.
5lb. Oat straw . - 5lb.
Beet pufp .. 6lb.
30 lb. Potatoes . . 15lb.
lzlb. Dec. grouDd
aut cake .. l* lb
r lb.
Potatoes in lhe Feeding of Sheep and. Eorses
I cannot speak from personal experience of the feeding oI potatoes
to sheep, but Kellaer, the German authority, states that shlep carr
take raw potatoes almost as well as cattle. He recommends the
feeding to fattening sheep at the rate of 4 lb. of raw potatoes per
100 lb. Iive-weight. Since 4 lb. of potatoes are equal to 8 lb. of roots,
you will note that with such an allowance, there is still room in the
ration for some roots or kale in addition to the customary small
allowarces of hay and concentrated supplement. Potatoes are also
sometimes carted to the flock on pasture and fed in the raw, whole
condition. If any of my listeners are in the habit of using potatoes
Ior sheepfeeding, I should be very interested to hear of their
exlxriences at discussion time.
I do not consider raw potatoes a suitable Iood Ior horses, since
tieir digetive system is likely to be upset very easily by such a
Iood. It is interesting to note, however, ttrat certain authorities
assert that small quantities of potatoes, say 3 to 5 lb. per head per
day, have a beneficial eflect on condition. I think I am right in
stating, however, that the best feeders look askance on the feeding
of raw potatoes to horses.
Potatoes iu Pig Rations
I need not say much about the feediag of potatoes to pigs, since
this is an old-established custom. The fiuction of potatoes in this
connection is to replace part of the carbohydrate Iood such as barley
meal or maize meal, the replacement being based on the finding that
4 lb. of potatoes are equivalent to I lb. of meal. It is always advisable
to cook or stearr potatoes belore feeding them to pigs. These animals
have a relatively small and simple digestive tract and are readily
liable to digestive disturbalces from the use of more than small
arnourts of potatoes in tle raw condition. I am aware that numbers
of Ieeders use raw potatoes in the case of in-pig sows, but even with
sows, my own prefereuce is for cooked potatoes. I may point out
tlat tle almost negligible oil content of potatoes renders them a
suitable focd for baconers. In these days of bacou schemes, it is
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perhaps advisable to avoid the use of foods containing more than a
small percentage of oil. As examples of how cooked potatoes may
qrith advantage be employed in pig-feeding, I need only quote the
following rations suggested by Principal W. A. Stewart, of tbe
Northampton Farm institute. -
(I ) Weaners :




(4) In-rrig Sows :
Potato€s
Weatitrgs
Rations inclu ,ing Potatoes for Pigs
(2) Early Stage oI (3) I-at€r Stalge of
Fattedng: Fattetring:
tib. Barley mea.l lllb. Barley m;al 2llb.4Ib. Potato€s 6lb. Potatoes 10-12 lb.
llb. Weatings lllb. weatitrgs .. lllb.
I tb. Fish meal ,Ib. Soya beaf, meal t tb.
{5) Sows ir l,lilk :.. &12lb. Barley meal .. . . 9lb.
.. I l lb. Potato€s .. .. 8lb... l-+lb. Weetitrgs .. .. 4lb.
Fish Eeal .. .. f lb.
SoF beatr meal .. f lb.
C otsmtdiott of Polatoes
In this linal section I should like to deal very briefly with certain
methods whereby su4 us potatoes might be conserved lor feediltg
a.t a later date. This mav be done on a farm scale bv the method of
ensilage and on an indusirial scale by a.rtificial drvin!.
E sil,a,ge ol Potatoes
Ensilage of potatoes is colveniently carried out in the stack in
conjunction with gTass or otler green crop, altemating a 3 ton layer
o-f grass or green clover wi th a I ton layer of whole potatoes. preferably
the small, rmsaleable tubers. Owing to the heat engendeied in th;
storage, the potatoes come out in a floury, semi-cooked condition.
I was very agreeably impressed rdttr the results of a trial of this kirrd
which I saw carried out a few years ago, and I am conlident ttrat the
process offers great possibilities. The protein-rich character of the
grass, if morn at tle correct stage, is balanced against the carbo-
hldrate-rich nature of the potatoes.
Artificial Drying ol PotaJoes
The practice oi artificially dryiag the surplus potatoes is now
practised widely on the Coatinent. Two metiods are in use, tle first
Ior the production oJ potato slices and the second for potato flakes.
I am not arvare that tiese processes have been taken up on any scale
in this country. I{ they have not, it is to be regretted foi the folowing
reasons : (l) Artificial drying enables tle small tubers to be disposed
of profitably, ald is a means of carrying over a su4rlus of potatoes
Irom one season to another. (2) It would forge anottrer lhk between
agriculture and industry and give emplolment to maDy workers.
The dried potatoes so pruduc.i u'or d leid to a reducion of our
imports of maize. (3) The dried product is in a convenient form for
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transport and storage. It is more palatable than raw potatoes and
constitutes a safer Iood. It can therefore be fed more liberally to
livestock. Fattedng cattle can be given up to l0 or 12 lb. per head
per day, and even horses, which are very sensitive to ray/ potatoes,
can have up to one-third of their com ration replaced by dried
potatoes.
The product may replace other carbohydrate foods accordin8 to
the following scheme ; 1 lb. dried potatoes:Ilb. wheat:llb. barley
:reo lb. maize: l* lb. oats : ff lb. dried beet pulp - l+ lb.
molassed beet pulp.
Al,cohol fron Surplus Polatoes
By the terms of reference, I have been limited to considerations
of a nutritional nature in dealing with the disposal of surplu-s
potatoes. For that reason I have not referred to the many industrial
processes in which ttre humble potato might play an honoura.ble rdle.
Amongst the brightest of these possibilities is the use to which
potatoes might be put in the production of alcohol. I do rrot neces-
sa-rily meal alcohol for consumption puq)os€s, but power alcohol.
I am told that tlere is already a strong movernent in this direction,
arld as members oI the great agricultural conmunity of this cowtry,
we give this movement our blessing. We look with favourable eye
on a1l proposals which have as their o\ect the betterment of the
fa.rmer's lot ill ttrese stirriag, though stiU dificult times.
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RECENT FERTILISER EXPERI.
MENTS ON POTATOES
By E. M. Cnowrrrn, D.Sc., F.I.C.
( Rothamsted E r perimmtal S tatiottl
TEE art of field experimentation has now reached the sta6e of de-
velopment at which it may be applied with confidence and with
advantage to examine the behaviour of fertilisers on crops growrl
commercially on ordinary farms. It is no longer necessary to treat
the results of properly conducted field trials with the cautious reserve
\e'ith which one examines the photographs in the seedsman's cata
logues or on the trade stands at agricultural shows. Only the more
striking of the older trials and demonstrations received publicity.
In mary of the trials at experimrt stations the conditio[s were made
abnormal, as ?.9. in the continuous crop experiments at Rothamsted,
in order to make tie results clear enough to swanp accidental irre-
gularities of soil, season and pests. Farmers were naturally suspicious
of applyrng the res ts of such experiments and demonstrations to
their owrr land and they tended to rely on compound fertilisers which
had proved their value for many years over a variety oi soils. One
or other of the constituents in these mixtures could generally be relied
on to push up the yield and the belief grew up that there was some
special virtue in a " properly balanced fertiliser " over and above
the obvious one that it covered the risk of making mistakes by one-
sided manuring. It must, however, be realised that experienCe and
rough trials with compound Iertilisers fail to show which ingredient
is in fact effective. They therefore Iail to give iaformation which
can be used to relate manuring practice to the results of soil survey
or analysis.
The modern Iield experiments, which were Iirst used on several
commercial farms in 1927, have the supreme advantage that they
show their olrryr accuracy and reliability. Failure to get a sigaificant
response does not in any way mean that the experiment has failed,
Ior it is always possible to say how large the effect would need to be
belore it could be detected. Insigaificant responses in accurate
experiments suggest that economies could be effected by reducing
the amount of the ineffective fertiliser.
The present paper reviews the results of some fifty experiments
conducted in the years 1927 to 1933 on ordinary commercial main-
crop potatoes on a wide variety of soils-sands, silts, loams, clay
loams, light and heary fenland peats, acid peats, etc. The detailed
results of all of the experiments are in the Rothamsted Reports for
these years. In rather less than half of the etperiments drmg was
used as a basal dressing, but it is not possible from this series oI
experiments to assess the value and eflects oI the dutg in these
34
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basal &essings. Dung was rrsed where it was available and where
experience showed that it was needed. It was not used on many of
the richer fenland soils.
Frcquetrcy oJ th.e Respotses dn Yield.
The experiments varied greatly in size, complexity and accuracy.
Many were simple lG or 2&plots experiments testing different
amounts of superphosphate. trlore complex ones had 36 or 8l plots to
test different amorurts and combirations of nitrogen a.nd potash and
a few had 27, 36 or even 162 plots to test all thlee nutrients. It is
not possible therefore to give any satisfactory general average of the
responses. The most concise summary is obtained by setting out
(a) the numbers which gave signficant responses (or depressions)
for each fertiliser and (b) the numbers in which the effect was not
larger than could easily have occurred purely by chance variations.
The resu.lts are shown for the experiments as a whole ald also
for a. special group of highly orgarfc fenland soils. Every experiment
undertaken is included ; there has been no selection or elimttation
Significatt res?onses lo l€ttilisers


































In 90 per cent. or more of the trials there was a definite respons€
to subhate of ammonia. Fenlaud soils, which are rich both in total
and in available nitrogen, responded to sulphate of ammonia just
as frequently as tle mineral soils.
Each of eight fenlard soils responded to superphosphate, but only
in 13 out of 32 trials did the mineral soils give significant responses to
superphosphate. In two experiments superphosphate definitely
reduced the yield. In three experimmts on acid peat-" moss " soils
in Lancashire-there wils no phosphate response. It is clear then
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that fenland soils stand out quite distinctly from other soils in their
need for phosphate, as is, of course, well recognised in practice.
In 36 potash trials one half gave definitC responsds, sith some
indication that fenland soils were more responsive to potash than
mineral soils. In so far as the soils tested in these experiments were
typical. they show ttrat sulphate of ammonia is almost always
effective and that superphoiphate is effective on fenland soi-ts.
Superphosphate on mineral soils and potash on all soils are much less
consistently successful in increasing yield.
Some evidence on " balance " in fertilisers may be obtained frorn
experiments where two fertilisers were tested both alone and together.
If one fertiliser increases the effectiveness of a second fertiliser,
then the response to the mixture should be greater than the sum of
the responses to the s€palate fertilisers. It is unlikely that any such
interaction will be detected unless one or other has a marked effect
when used alone. If a soil is acutely deficient in potash it may not
show a dtrogen response until the potash deficieircy is correited ;
nitrogen and potash might then sbow a positive iirteraction. If,
however, both lertilisers have marked effects then it is rurlikely that
the trl'o to8ether will have a much greater effect than the sum oI the
two sepa.rate effects, for yields cannot be pushed up indefinitel].
The experiments show thaisulphate of ammo'nia and siperphosphaie
quite often " interact positively," i.e., they frequently reinforce each
other's effect. Thus in 6 out oi 16 trials the response to sulphate of
arnmonia in the presence of superphosphate was significantly greater
than that in the absence of superphosphate, or, alternatively, the
response to superphosphate was greater in the presence of sulphate
of a.mmonia than in its absence. This harmonises with the striking
e{fects of superphosphate on fenland soils, for these are loown to be
rich irl available nitrogen. The interactions of nitrogen ard potash
and of potash and phosphate were much less frequent. Positive
significant elfects were obtained 4 times out of 23 fbr nitrogen and
potash and only once in l7 trials for potash and phosphate-
Size of tke Responses in Yield,
So far no notice has been taken of the sizes of the response. Field
experiments are rarely accurate enough to detect as significant
responses which would be too small to be profitable but, on the other
hand, apparently large a.nd profitable increa.ses in small experiments
may be €ssentially accidental results. In most of these experiments
th€ standard error per plot was about 15 cwt. per acre and a response
of I ton per acre would be detected as significant in an experiment
witl 16 or 25 plots. The size of the responses in the present series
of experiments may be illustrated by setting out the responses to
certa.in standard dressings which occurred in most of the experiments:
ll:0.4 cwt. N per acre or 2 cwts. of sulphate of ammonii per acre.
P:0.6 c*t. PrOo per acre or 4-5 cwts. of superphosphate per acre.
K:1.0 c$'t. IqO p€r acre or 2 qnts. of sulphate oi potash per acre.
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:iitrogeD .. FeD Soils
Al1 Soils
Phosphoric Acid Fen Soils
Au soils
Potash .. .. Fen soils
All soils
The comparisons are restricted to plots which received the other
two nutrients },ith and without the one under test. The results are
set out by showing the number of experiments in which the response
in cxts. of potatoes per acre was from 0 to 10, l0 to 20, and so on.
The actual respo{lses are subject to large and unequal errors but the
results as a whole are clear enough to illustrate the main features.
The responses to 2 c$ts. oI sulphate of ammonia Ixr acre were
between I and 2 tons of potatoes per acre in just one half of the
experiments, and the other results are grouped rormd these values,
some above and some below, in such a way a-s to make it possible to
speak o{ a general nitrogen response at the rate of about l5 c$ts.
oI potatoes per crt. of sulphate of ammonia.
The responses to superphosphate rvere much less consistent. In
over one{uarter of the trials the superphosphate piots yielded less
than those without superphosphate. Only in one-third of the trials
did the response exceed I ton per acre ; these more responsive centres
included 7 of the 8 fenland trials and only 6 of the 32 trials on other
soils. Phosphate response obviously depends on tlle soil.
The responses to potash were even less consistent than those to
superphosphate. At half of the centres the responses were less than
l0 cwts. of potatoes per acre. 30 of the 36 triats fall into a consistent
group with small responses but the other six centres (4 on light
fenland soils and 2 on light sands) show enormous responses oI about
3 tons per acre. In isolated soils potash ferti.liser doubled the crop.
Some soils have an acute potash shortage whilst the majority of
potato soils show or y slight effects in yield. The common r€com-
mendation of potash for potatoes would appear to be mainly an
insurance against tll'e chance o{ acute shortage of potash, but t}e
general use of compound fertilisers provides no opPortudty for
detecting the soils which are acutely d.eficient in potash.
Although responses to sulphate of ammonia are geaeral, responses
to suprphosphate and potash obviously vary $eatly from soil to
soil. Efficient manuring must take account of these soil differences.
It may be noted t}lat the Rothamsted experiments of 1927 to 1932
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ponses to potash fertilisers than had been obtained on the same farm
from l92l to 1926. The explanation may be that in the earlier years
little stock was kept and little dung was used on the Iarm. Further,
in severa.l years of the earlier period the experiments on potatoes had
no drmg but received large dressings of fertilisers. In the later years
the potatoes always had a ba.sal dressing of dung and the experimental
&essings of fertiliser were smaller. The results of the earlier experi-
ments are given in Sir John Russell's Bulletia 28 of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Second Edition, 1933, page 154.
Potato Quality ad. Compositiut
In tlis cotmtry there have been few systematic studies of the
effect of fertilisers on potato quali(v. On the Continent, where
potatoes are used as industriat raw materials for starch or alcohol
production, it is customary to quote " starch percentages " in
fertiliser trials or to express the yields as starch per acre instead of es
tons of fresh tubers per acre. Actually the data expEess only densities
or dry matter contents ; they are determined not byZhemical analysis
but by weighing the samples in air a,rd then in water and using
standard tables. The results have little beariag on " cooking quality "
and in any case " cookiag quatity " is a matter of taste which varies
from country to country. There is some evidence that good boiling
or steaming quality depends on a high ratio of starch to protein or
alternatively on a low nitrogen percent€e on the dry matter.
In 1929 Rotharnsted had an opportrurity of collaborating with
Dr. Lampitt of Messrs. Lyons who rmdertook careful cooking trials
antl chemical analyses on the produce of all of ollr experimental plots.
Rothamsted continued the analytical work in the subsequent years.
Marks for Quality oJ Steamcd Potatoes (1929\


















Effect oJ Potasb Feltilisels on Dry Motter Colt4nts oJ Tubers
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Effcet of Snlphdz of Amuoaia on Niboga Cothttt oJ D4 Mdtt t
of Tuberc














Unfortunately 1929 was a drought year and our yields were low
and irregr:lar. The cooking quality tests were probably more
irregular than wou.ld be obtained in more normal 1.ears.' They
showed that fertilisers had no elfect on quality for fry'rng and tha't
sulphate o{ ammonia slightly decreased and potassic manuies slightly
ilcreased quality for steaming. The effects of fertilisers were,
however, small by comparison with the elfects of different soils. It
was impossible by marlures to raise the quality of our Rothamsted
potatoes to the level of our Wobum potatoes. There were no clear
results on the relative values of sulphate and chloride of potasb.
The analytical data for experiments in four years at R;tlarnsted
and one year at Wobum show that potash fertilisers reduce t}re d5r
matter contents of the fresh tubers, especially in dry seasons.
Sulphate of potash had little effect, muriate of potash had more and
30 per cent. potash salt muc}l more.
Sulphate of ammonia consistenuy increased the nitogen content
oI the dry tuber. Superphosphate reduced the nitrogen content
of the dry tuber in those years in which it greatly increased the yield.
Potash had no effect on the nitrogen content of the dry tuber.'
Although the potato is essentially a carbohydrate food it is
interesting to obs€rve that it is an emcient crop for converting
inorganic nitrogen-sulphate of ammonia-into vegetable protein.
The recoveries in the potato tuber of ttre nitrogen added as sulphate
of ammonia in the Rothamsted experiments of 1929 to 1932 uere
21, 4:1, 29, and 36 per cent. respectively ; in addition 20 per cent. may
be recovered in the haulm.
The results a.lready available suggest that the €Ifects of fertitisers
on potato composition are reLatively small aad unimportant uI ess
there is a wide price range lor qualit5r or unless fertilisets are used in
very healy dressirgs.
Fulurc Exletimatts
The experimental data pres€nted are admittedly incomplete and
need to be supplemented by very many more field experiments, both
by simple experiments on the direct effect of fertilisers on conunercial
farms and by more complex experiments at research stations and
colleges. Farmers with heary fertiliser bills might find that an
adequate fertils€r trial wor:Id poiat the way to considerable economy
-and to greater efficiency. Other fa.rmers might find that com-
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increase their returns. It is possible that our tests were made on
land oI more than normal fertility and that in practice good responses
would be obtained more frequently. Now that there is to be a
national body to effect economies in marketing it would be well to
consider whether there is not room for more systematic enquiry on
economies in production. Each good field erperiment has general as
apart from purely local value, for up to the present little headway
has been made on the old and fundamental problem of relating
fertiliser practice to the results of soil examination. The problem
can o,nly be studied seriously where there is a mass o{ reliable field
information to provide standaros for testing the value of methods
before they are used for advisory work. II the results are to have
value in practice they must be standardised in Practical terms on
typical commercial land.
.\nalytical results for readily soluble potash in soils from some of
the 1932 and 1933 potato experiments already discussed ma1- be
quoted to illustrate the possibility of detecting acute deficiences
bv analysis.




A.ltiough there is a certain amount of overlapping there can be
no doubt that this or some otherimproved metlod of soilanalysis could
be used with advantage to detect cases of acute potash shortage.
The experiment stations need to concentrate on more complicated
experiments rvhich are at present beyond the resources oI the
commercial farm. Thus, the]'must study not merely the effects of
fertilisers and organic manures in a single year but also the residual
eflects over several years. Again, they should provide standard
cxperiments uhich should run year alter year to ascertain how far
the responses to fertilisers on a single soil va.r]' from season to sea.son.
We have already experiments of both of these tlpes at Rothansted
with one of the latter t,?e runring parallel at Wobum. The results
of the first four seasons are already intercsting. Thus, potatoes
responded to potash on heavy land at Rothamsted in three of these
four seasons but not in aly one on light land at Woburn. On the
other hand both barley ard sugar beet responded in two seasons at
Wobum but not in any one at Rothamsted.
A number oI such standard experiments would provide a basis lor
interpreting the results of isolated experiments on ordinary farms
and, in addition, thev u'ould thro$i light on the still more important
problem of discovering the conditions under which fertilisers act
and the way in which the plant feeds.
Soirs
I Soils \vith large pota-sh respoDses (2 tons per i | :
I acreor more) .. : 4 i8, t0, 12, I5'
I Soils \yith smallor Do potasb iesponsr .. i 12. 17, l9 | 21, 28, 31, 38
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SOME FERTILISER EXPERIMENTS
WITH POTATOES ON FENLAND
SOILS
BY H. V. G,rn:rrn, ]I.A-
lRothamsted, Exlerilnental Station\
THANKS to the actiye co-operation of certaia fenlald farmers it has
been possible in rccent years to conduct a. series of replicated trials
rvith fertilisers on the potato crop on a number of black soih. The
cultivation of the crop has been entirely in the farmers'hands, while
the scheme of maJturing and the experimental details have been
carried out by members of the Rothamsted Staff. The design
of the experiments have been such as to enable a valid
estimate of the experimental error to be made, and in most cases
several levels of the n[trient in question have been tested in the same
experiment both alone and in combination \i/ith other manures. The
trials have been carried out on fifteen fiel<ls comprising the following
ty'pes of soil (I) Deep black land artificially clayed. (2) Black soil
almost touching the clay at deep plough depth. (3) Light blowy fen.
(4) Black soil grading into silt. A small begiming has thus been made
to explore by the new experimental technique the vast and very
varied district in which the potato forms the chief crop. The one
fertiliser that is in rmiversal esteem in this district is superphosphate.
Many farmers consider this to be enough in itself, but au increasing
amount of compourd Iertilisers containing a proportion of the ot-her
nutrients, nitrogen and potash, are coming into rrse. The quantitative
effects of these manures, includhg sup€rphosphate itself does not
appear to have been accuratelv ascertained on a range of soils in the
past ; so t}lat the results of these preliminary trials may be of interest.
It will be convenient in the first place to discuss the results obtained
with the three nutrients il tum.
The EfJect of Superphosphate
Eight experiments bear on this point, 6 oi them testing super-
phosphate in an ascendhg scale o{ dressints. In every case the
increase in crop f<rllowing the use of superphosphate has been
significant (i.e., tle observed increase would not occur by chance
more ttran once in 20 tria.ls). The ef{ect is therefore very general and
even including the highest dressings the average performance of
superphosphate is an increase oI nearly 8 c$t. of pota,to€s for each
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I c'.yt. of fertiliser used. The most responsive centres were at Little
Dgwnhlnl.on a clayed land of excellent quality; and land of some-
what simi-lar t]De at Stow Bridee wherd hanisbme hcreases were
obtained by increasing the dressinc from 5 cwt. to lO cnt. Der acre.
On the lighter and poorer soits thefu is evidence that some filins off
in effectivencss of the phosphatc occurs after the levet of 5 cw,t:has
becn reached.
The Effect of Nitrogen
. Nitrogen was tested in ii experimetits and in threc of these
increasing levels of sulphate of ammonia were includcd. The vield
of potatoes was increased significantly by sulphate ot ammonia in I I
of these experiments. The iverage eifeci in ill trials expressed on a
basis of I cwt. of sulphate of ammonia was an increaie of nearlv
15 cwt. of potatoes per acre. At the three centres at which tbe effeci
of increasing applications of sulphate of ammonia were examined
there was distinct signs,of fa[ing 6ff in effectiveness on increasing the
sulphate of ammonia frorn the 2 cwt. to the 4 cwt. level. -The
increments due to sulphate of ammonia were most marked on the
soils of rather heary character; those either clayed artificially, or
having clay or silt near the surface. The lighter-soils gave slilhtly
smaller but very profitable increases.
- It app€ars therefore that both nitrogen and also phosphate givetheir biggest effects on the heavier soiG.
'f he ElJect oJ Potash
. There w-ere 14 cxpcriments'involi,ing potash, four of them testing
rncrea,srng levels ot sulphate of potash. Although nitrogen and
phosphate showed some signs of different behavioui on the iiifferent
soils, their action could nevertheless be lairly considered as a whole
taken over all soils.
This is not the case with potash so far as tlese experiments are
concemcd. On the five heavier soils onlv one simificani resoonse was
obtained and this was on the silty fen.- At the-nine other ientres ot
disthctly ligbter or more peaty; character eight gave strong and
srgruhcant responses to potash. At these responsive centres the
average increase per I cwt. of sulphate or muriate of potash amormted
to 18 cwt. of potatoes. At the other Iive centres it wis practically nil.
I nteraclions
Hitherto we have measured tle effect of a manure by its average
perfo__rmance taken over all cornbinations actuaUy tested. Mo;e
detailed examination shows that the cffectiveness ofi manure usuallv
depends on the presence or absence of other fertilisers. Fortunatelv
so far as our results q'ith potatoes are concerned, the fertilisers
u:ually tcnd to reinlorce each others' effects. the effect of (say)
uitrogen and phosphate ased together is usuallv greater than ti.r6
sum oI the effects of each fertiliser used alone. In some of these
experimeDts these interactions have been definitely sigaificant.
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Incrcasc due to Su?er|hos?hate.
Little Do$Eham 1932
March 1939
Increese Are h S&ryhetu ofPotash
Thortrey 1932 (ro dutrg) ..
Thomey 1933 (dun8)
Thls type of result is observed in greater or less degree in most of
the experiments and constitutes an argument in favour of complete
fertilisers.
The above series of experiments indicate that the Fenland soils
so far examined tive ha.ndsome responses not only to superphosphate
but in most cases to sulphate of ammonia, while the soils containing
little cla), respond exccllently to potash also. These fertiliser effects
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THE RAISING OF BLIGHT.
RESISTANT VARIETIES AND
VIRUS-FREE STOCKS
Bn RrncrrrFr N. Sarerles, \I.D., lI.A.
(Director of the Pota.to Virus Research Station, Cambridge\
Bllght -Resistant yarietles
Tire porsibility of raising potato varieties which shaU be resistantr: !:2'?thl.hora hf-estats h?rs interested me for a great many years.In I9I0 I showed that such resistance was to be fo_"und in thd livbrid
species S. edinense, xrd that it behaved as a llendelian reiriiive
factor. One of these seedlings retained its immunitv i. tii.rrii""2l veas, during which time it was allowed to grow iithouttistur-
bance in a kitchen garden. In l9l4 I introd"uced tfre soeci* S-
d,emissum into the breeding experiments, and. found that it i,*t it ited
a com?lete resistance to bl.ight. Crosses were made with domestic
vanetles, but the war put an end to the work. In lg22 crosses were
again made between S. demissum and domestic varieties, and. the
generations derived from tbose original crosses are being bred tojav
in t}re Potato Virus Research Station, Cambridge, undJr the care df
Miss C. O'Connor who has taken over the greater-part of the practical
side of the_work. As a result of prolongedEreedin! and select'ion from
these ongmal crosses, we have obtained seedlhss which exhibit a
very high resistance to the cornmon blight of t[e fieltl and at the
slme- -time possess good economic qual.itles. In this connection itshould be remembered ttrat S. demiisum is everything that a potato
should not be: in our climate it bears no tribers,-it has siolons
GlO feetlong, and it is so late ttrat it flowers right on into the winter,
hence selection and back-crossing to suitab'le domestic varieties
with continuous testing for suscep[ibility has been essential in order
to combine resistance and economic worth.
fn l93l we found, as did Miiller and others in Germany, that the
blight fuagus P71lophlhoru infestans can itself develop strains whose
po-wer of infectivity may be different Irom that of the parent lurlgus.
!1'e lnve, in fact, encountered a strain which so far ijnot prevalent
in the potato fields, but which rvill attack certain of our^resistant
seedling varieties. This o{ course is disappointing, but trIiss O'Connor
has couatered it by lindirg a Peruvian variety which is immune both
to the new and the original stra.ins of Phytobhthoru iflfestans. We
are now iaterbreeding ihe two resistant ;toc:ks and hive obtained.
a fresh set of seedlings some of which are resistant to both strains
ol Phytolhlhora infesrans. Whether they will be resistant to ottrers
which may yet be evolved, waits to be seen. The diftculty which
44
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mayarise from the possible existence of manifold strains of ttre invad._
Tg fy"g!! should not be exaggerated, for it by no mears followstnat rn tlis climate all these new forms will be- able to thrive and
spread as has the common form against which our stocks ar" .t.uaaj,
resrstant.
Wrc have Iound that the ordinary domestic varieties and their
seedlings exhibit no resistance to aitificiaIy proau""d .ii;6;i
blight, and verv tittle if any to attack in inJ f*fa, 
"o 
tt "i'ii t"essentlauy amongst wild varieties that we must seek for the sift of
resistance. That potato varieties resistant to ttre common sifiin oiblght can be produ.ed is an indisputable fact ; that we shall oroduce
Ir- the _n_ear Iuture a variety resistant to such other stiains of
lhl,\?lt!o?. t?[es,,ats as.are li]ely to b€come widespread in nature
rs, I think, highlv probable.
The rvork neieisary for the achievement of this eoal is arduous
and haLalread)- involved considerable private exfrnditure. The
Potato'I'rade, which one would imatine might be interested in the





to counter its attacks, and the Governmen t is unprepared to risk even i
couple of hundred pounds a year to insure agiin'st . 
".orr". 
*t i.f,
not or y costs the country on the average something like fji.oOO.OOO
a year, but to whose action most of our political troubles-in Ireland
may be directly traced.
ylrus-Free Stocks
. The production of stocks of potato varieties rvhich should be freeol !'rrus dlsease was one oI the original tasks o[ the potato Virus
Research Station. and one which h"rs been successiul-t;;;;;t;;
degree than uas anticipated rrhen the u.ork startJ_It should be noted that not all varieties respond in the samemanner to the attacks oI the various virus diri.ses *e t no* o].Thus an attack of the " X,'virus kilts an Epicure ,tr"i*t,t*.".
seriously affects a Xing Edward, but has tittlti_oi1e;-#;if"ii
on most other vaneties. paracrinkle, which is present in a latentcondition in every King Edward, produces iri.u.i, *ii"tl."-*,Arran v-lctor).and Arran Chief an alrnost fatal disease. The .,y,,urus, whlch rs the most widely destructive and easily communicated
o, all theviruses, will ruin more or lesscompletely neaily everv varietvgrown in this country ; yet there is a variity ciuea X'.it ii'i, *fri.,n
can to a great extent retain its vigour, notr.r,ithstandins its inlectio;-thus.we see -that the potato is a plant rvhich on thE one hand ispecurarly llable to virus infection, and on the other ex_hibits in aremarkable degree the capacity to act as a ,. carrier.; i."..-;i;;t. .;
certarn varieties which, though impregnated throushout their tissues
wrth apotentially lrirulent disease germ, display no-clinical sy-pto-i
suggesttve ol its Dres€nce_
The aim of the Potato Virus Research Station has been to secure
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stocks of varieties which are entirely free from virus infection; in
this it has succeeded in great measure.
Thus we have stocks of the following varieties in which no critical

























In some varieties, after testing a very large number of sources,
we are obliged to content ourselves with stocks which, thouth
vigorous and healthy in their appearance, nevertheless, do " carry "






.. which carri$ the ParacriDkle virus
In order to secure a clean stock of a^ny variety, immature tubers
are taken from the healthiest-looking plants on which no siga of
disease can be observed, gror.vn in the best seed-producing areas of
Scotland and Ireland, during the month of June. The tubers are kept
till the next season and cut in ha.lves, one half is Bronar outside in an
observation plot, the other in a pot in an insect-proof house. If the
former displays definite disease before the end of Jrme, then the
rvhole unit is discarded ;if it does not, then the glasshouse plant is
tested for the presence oI virus infection by grafting scions to a
number of healthy test varieties, and also by inoculating its sap into
tobacco and Dalura *edhtgi If the tuber unit reacts negatively
to all these tests, then the glasshouse pot is hawested and the seed
tubers preserved throughout thc rrinter in an insect-free store, and
in the following season sufficient pots are planted to establish an
adequate glasshouse stock and the remainder is planted in isolation
in the field.
Testing of each prcved variety is repeated each season, nuclear
stocks of r,r'hich never leavc the shelter of the insect-proof glasshouse
and store; in this manner the virus-free stocks, once won, are
maintained indefinitely.
The outside plots are grown in completc isolation in comfields ;
they are never planted nearer than hall a mile to anv oth€r potatocs,
and the individual plots are separated by 120 yarG one from another.
These plots are visited several times in the season and rigorously
rogued if necessary, but as the seed is vinrs-free, no infection is eve-
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seen.tiU late in the season and such plants are removed at the earliestpossible moment.
Seed from the outside plots is available for larmers and spe.l-
producers and should be used for raising further se"a 
""ae. "iniit".conditions of isolation. In thistay o." lf,lru.ai""d irr-tiJ;;il#;_
hood of Cambridgeand Barley, sto'cks 




-even ,in their. third 1.ear ir"* if," sl;i"r.","'h#"proveo thernselves suDerior.
There-is r)o doubt-that seed. which is virus_free gives a healthierstand and a far highe,r vield than o.ainary commeici;;;. If ;;rarsers were to amil themselves of the maierial that the potato lrlr*Rescarch S.tation can offer them, -a "s* iiln'i't e --.n""e;;ri"it1"),":oPq most certainh. raise larger and U"tt", c.opi. 
- 
fn"'ia"aiwnlcJr rs.Derng.armed at is that the best seed-growing aria, whether insconand- or elsewhere, should be planted with tic beit available
seed- and such seed we possess in Cambriage. It ihouli noi;;;#;Ji
ro errect a co-operatrve arrangement of this natue but. in fact fewu an) ralsers. appear readv to take th" trouhle to renew their stotk
seed an.l work tt up to the necessary bulk in the manner advocated.
POTATO GROWING IN
LINCOLNSHIRE
Br" T. O. \l-r,rvrt
\S.pat ding I I ush, I_it c s.)
A: fi!;* thint to consider in planning an rcreage of potatoes is the
:Tl-,1i*. whrch the potatoes are to bc grown. There are variousrotauons ol croppmg, herc are somc o[ them :\\leat-Sugar Bect-polaloes. \\'l,cat_peas_polaroes. Oats
-Wheat-Sugar Beet-potatoes. \\ heat_lf ustaid_W;;;;T^rri:Polaloes. r&heat-\.f iater Beans-pc,1aloes.
_ The Iand has now to be cultivated.. As soon as the com crop is irrrhc stack it is usuat to work the stubble in ordei t. a-"!ir* iri""r5.."rrl'
The land is ieft in this state untit the *iaal" of Xo""-idr. iJi;#;cases where the field needs it a dressing of aUout fi to;ds;i firrr?i
[tH:,',;ffi '..'f i.t1iil"i],Li'"iil,ll""l[y.1l".r,rr"l;;;fi1{1i"r1
. The land is then left in this form until the spiinj. ir G iii"i.has been mild or_wet, it is probabll. necessary to drai th" fa"a U"]"."tevetting .wirh rlre. harrows, but'usually ira part"i""f.rfy- "it"i'ascvere wmter, lt ls onl). necessary to use heary harroi,s before
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ridging. The field is now ridged or drawn out for the Potatoes. The
disianie between the ridges varies between 26 in. and 30 in. It is
usual in most cases, however, to have the ridges 29 in. apart.
Next comes the sowing of the artificial manures. These are
mixed according to the type of land and a certain quantity is applicd
ranging between 5 cwt. and l5 cwt. per acre. This is sown by
maihinery down 3 ro$'s at a time. The seed is then planted out
of chittini boxes. First earlies are usually planted from l0in. to l2 in.
apart and Late varieties from 12 in. to 15 in. aPart. The rows are
then split or covered.
Cultivation now begins aLrnost immediately. The drags are fitted
with spuds and drawn through the field between the rows taking
3 rows at once. It is necessary to Bet as close to the Pot4oes qs
oossible the first time for. as soon as the tuber takes root, considerable
ilamage can be done b!, cutting off the small fibres.
Afier various cultivations the shoots begin to show above the
ridges and when far enough out the ridges are half-hilled. Later
the-se are pulled dormr again arld the process of hilling the potatoes is
carried out.
Lifting is done by various methods. For early varieties th9 spinn3r
is used and il some cases the Hoover digger. For late varieties the
single ptough is used. The Potatoes are then clamped or graved,
covired with straw and a thin coat oI earth put on the straw leaving
about 6 in. of straw on each side at the top of the clamp for air.
Later in the winter the whole clamp is covered with about 12 in.
of earth and lelt until dressing commences.
The figure of the cost of producing the croP uP to the trme of
clamping iaries according to the type of land, the cost of seed, the
season and labour. On silt land the cost is high and varies between
f26 arrd f,32 per acre. Usual varieties grown are Eclipse, Maiestic
and King Edward.
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